The report of "Foreign Languages department" on the socially-educational festive event dedicated
to "Nauryz Meyramy is a holiday of spring! Traditions. Spirituality. Unity"
with the involvement of foreign students
March 16, 2018, room 613
Purpose: education the love and respect for the traditions and customs of the Kazakh people; activization
the cognitive activity of students, education of patriotism through the study of the cultural heritage of the
people.
Tasks:
1. To arouse interest in the study of the traditions and customs of the peoples inhabiting
the territory of Kazakhstan.
2. To cultivate respect for different languages and a desire to learn, know languages.
Nauryz Meiramy is a holiday of spring renewal in Kazakhstan. According to the eastern calendar, Nauryz
is a beginning of the new year, coincides with the day of the vernal equinox. For the Kazakhs, this
holiday is a symbol of spring renewal, the triumph of love, fertility and friendship. In the distant past, the
Kazakhs called Nauryz the Great Ulus Day. It has become popular among the people: the more
generously the Nauryz holiday is celebrated, the better a year will pass.
Department of "Foreign Languages" under the leadership of the head of the Department, Associate
Professor, Ph.D. Jantasova Damira Dulatovna, responsible for socially-educational work at the
department Izotova Aigerim Serikovna, as well as English teachers Akhmadieva Aikerіm Tolegkyzy and
Atkenova Aigerim Sayatovna held a festive event with the involvement of foreign students on March 16,
2018 in room 613)
The hosts (Kazbekov Daniyariz from Transportation group-17-1 and Kabdenova Aina from Mining
engineering 16-2) greeted the guests, teachers and students of the holiday in 3 languages, the anthem of
Kazakhstan sounded.
The first of the guests with congratulations were the head of the Department, Candidate of Pedagogical
Sciences, Associate Professor Jantasova Damira Dulatovna and English teacher, representative of the US
Embassy, English Language Fellow program, Master of Humanities Benjamin Taylor.
The presenters read poems and told guests and students about the holiday in 3 languages.
Talented students of the 1st and 2nd courses performed on the stage. The audience greeted each
performance with a standing ovation.
The first to perform a Kuy on the dombra was a student of Metallurgy 17-1 Kyzyrakynov Beksultan, with
a song in Kazakh language were students of the Transportation group 17-1 Aytuvaruly Asylbek and the
group Radiotechnology 17-1 Otarbai Bakhytzhan.
Magzumbayev Alikhan from Mechanical engineering group 16-1 sang the song “I’m not the only one” in
a duet with Tugelbaev Marat, who accompanied the guitar.
The Uzbek dance was performed by Madina Kairbekova from the Transport building group 17-1.
Shangerey Nargiz, Bayanova Dinur from the Information systems group 17-1 performed the Kazakh
dance.
Students from Afghanistan talked about how Nauryz is celebrated in their homeland (Building
engineering group-17-2 Mashal Amrullah Information systems group 17-1 Mohammadi Mohammad
Hassan)
Students of Building engineering group17-3: Abdul Mobin, Dil Dar Shoabullah, Popalzay Ghulam
Mokhayeddin, Khaidar Khaled read poems in the Kazakh language.
Vali Zada Mohammad Ali (Information systems group 17-1) sang a song in Persian.
The song “Ak Zhaynak” was played by a student of Biotechnology group 15-5, Zhandildina Marzhan.
Also, the presenters distributed to the guests the lyrics of the song “Tugan zher” and the students and
teachers sang the song in chorus.
At the end of the event, the hosts once again congratulated everyone on the Day of Languages of the
Republic of Kazakhstan. All participants of the event were awarded certificates.
Guests and participants were treated to traditional Kazakh dishes (baursaks, kurt, talkan)

